Xlerate Integrates Horizon’s NavMate 4 into Connected Navigation
Fleet Productivity System Provider Partners with Global Leader in Navigation Software
Auckland, New Zealand and Santa Clara, CA February 27, 2009 — Xlerate Technologies ,
a developer of Fleet Productivity Solutions, and Horizon Navigation have announced a
partnership to deliver the Horizon NavMate 4 navigation software incorporated into the Xlerate
NavXtend Connected Navigation Devices. The partner companies will demonstrate the
combined technologies at CeBIT, being held in Hannover, Germany March 3 to 8.
Xlerate’s goal is to help customers maximize mobile worker productivity while dramatically
enhancing communications with their customers. A major challenge for mobile workers is
finding their next job or appointment while avoiding traffic jams. If a driver gets lost or stuck in
traffic, customers experience delays. With Xlerate’s Connected Navigation – NavXtend,
drivers will be able to find their next job more quickly. It will help reduce the time a customer
has to wait for a service person from hours to minutes, as well as reduce overall driving time,
fuel and vehicle maintenance costs.
When a dispatcher assigns a job in the Xlerate Job Dispatch system to a mobile worker’s invehicle terminal, the worker can receive audible turn-by-turn directions from their current
location to the job site with a simple push of a button. Upcoming directions are announced by
NavXtend’s navigation technology so workers can keep their eyes on the road. If the worker
misses a turn, a new route is automatically recalculated.

“We are pleased to partner with a leading solution provider like Horizon Navigation,” said
Manoj Dolli, CEO, Xlerate Technologies. “Horizon’s success in the portable and in dash
navigation market has been driven by the same spirit of innovation and creative solution
finding we embrace at Xlerate. Horizon’s NavMate 4 enables our customers to not only
receive dispatched destinations, but also get routed to them in the most efficient manner.”
Horizon Navigation is a center of expertise for worldwide GPS navigation solutions with
solutions for over 75 countries. Since 1989, the Horizon team has brought innovative and
award winning navigation systems to market. Horizon's creativity has resulted in over 100
patents around the globe. Horizon’s NavMate 4 and its built in GATE function enables
communication between the navigation software and other applications running on a device.
When combined with the NavMate Cre8or user interface customization tool, GATE allows a
solution provider to create unique and powerful connected solutions.
“We are pleased to partner with Xlerate and enable routing and guidance in their NavXtend
Connected Navigation device” said John Angerman, VP Business Development at Horizon
Navigation. “This product offers a fleet operator increased utilization of resources and

increased profits. We are proud to be a part of the total solution offered by Xlerate.”
Xlerate is a New Zealand based provider of real-time Mobile Resource Management
solutions. Their solutions are offered as an OEM offering, to enhance existing applications, or
as a packaged vertical market SaaS solution, such as the Xlerate Fleet Productivity Solution.
About Xlerate
Founded in 2004, Xlerate is New Zealand’s leading global provider of solutions designed to
automate the management of mobile/vehicle resources and to optimize the service delivery
process for customers across a variety of industries. Xlerate aims to deliver Mobile Resource
Management solutions in three key areas: Driver/Mobile Worker Management, Field Service
Management and Field Asset Management. By providing real-time Mobile Resource
Management infrastructure integrating wireless communications, location-based technologies,
GIS mapping, Satellite imagery, transaction processing and the Internet, Xlerate solutions are
designed to provide a secure, scalable, upgradeable, enterprise-class platform, and are
offered in an on-demand software delivery that can seamlessly connect mobile workers and
assets in the field to real-time corporate data. Xlerate is headquartered in Auckland, and has a
global presence with offices in EMEA (Dubai, UAE), APAC (Mumbai, India) and representative
offices in USA. For more information, please visit www.xlerate.co.nz……….
About Horizon Navigation
Horizon Navigation is celebrating 20 years as a leader in vehicle navigation systems.
Horizon’s NavMate® software accurately locates a vehicle and calculates the quickest and
most efficient route to a destination.
After developing the first practical in-vehicle navigation systems for Avis rental cars in 1992,
Horizon went on to enable navigation solutions for Ford of Europe, Chrysler, General Motors,
Nissan and Porsche. Horizon technology can be found today in products from Asus, Jensen,
Clarion, Dual, Valor and an ever growing list of famous brands in Europe, North America,
Asia, Africa, South America and Australia. For more information, please visit
www.horizonnav.com.
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